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Welcome!
u Motivational

Interviewing: An Overview
u Helping Conversation Styles and the
“Righting Reflex”
u How Motivational Interviewing supports
Trauma Informed Care

About Me…
u Families, Homelessness, and Trauma
u The Triskele Consulting Group
u Research, Evaluation, and Training
u Collaborate with non-profits
u Homeless shelters: women, families, single adults,

veterans, adolescent mothers

u Housing programs: Rapid Re-housing, Permanent

Supportive Housing
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So What We’re Really Talking
About When We Say
“Motivational Interviewing…”

Changes and Choices

Thinking about choices….
A brief questionnaire!
u Responses

are anonymous J

So….

u Who answered all 10 questions “yes”?
u Why doesn’t information about benefits and risks

make us change?

u Has anyone tried to convince you to change any of

these behaviors? How did it make you feel?

u Remember that I’m not just talking about how

“clients” respond to interactions and make changes.
u It’s human nature. This is how we all respond and
make healthy or unhealthy choices.
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What is Motivational Interviewing?
The origins of Motivational Interviewing in
Substance Abuse Treatment
u Miller and Rollnick (2012)
u Low

success rates
someone down to build them back up
u Interventions
u Tear

What is Motivational Interviewing?
u Making

changes and healthy decisions is a cognitive
process
u We need to tap into a person’s personal motivation
u Behavior is influenced by social interactions
u Your work with clients is lead with empathy and
acceptance*
u Guiding clients to identify and make positive, lasting
choices that support healthy functioning
*Acceptance does not mean approval

What is Motivational Interviewing?
u MI is a communication strategy used

when discussing changes, choices, and
decisions
u Creates a partnership between service

provider and clients
u “Co-Experts”
u The OPPOSITE of telling
people what to do & how to do it
u Having discussions about change
MINIMIZES resistance and
blame
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Why do we bother?
u Increases adherence and retention
u Demonstrated effectiveness with…
u Homeless populations
u Trauma Survivors
uAdolescents
u Mental Health Treatment
u Substance Use Treatment
u Service providers feel more competent,

less frustrated, and less burned out

The Stages of Change

What is Motivational Interviewing?
u Efforts

to persuade, shame or blame people into
change, evoke all of the individual’s reasons
NOT to do it.

Persuasion leads to client resistance
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Motivational Interviewing and
Trauma Informed Care
Behavior is influenced by social interactions, and…

TRAUMA IMPACTS CLIENT INTERACTIONS
WITH YOU
u Trauma impacts ability to establish trusting relationships with

providers
u May impact information client will disclose
u Heightened sensitivity to shame and guilt

Motivational Interviewing and Trauma
Informed Care
Clients with a trauma history need to
feel they can engage in the helping
process and not feel threatened or
controlled by it

Motivational Interviewing and
Trauma Informed Care
u Development

and maintenance of collaborative
relationships are at the core of both MI and TIC
u MI: the motivation for change is formed in the context

of relationships, understanding that the way in which
we communicate can influence motivation for change.
u TIC: relationship and human connection are central to

healing.
15
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Motivational Interviewing and
Trauma Informed Care
u TIC

and MI: Do not try to persuade or convince a
client to do something

u TIC

and MI focus on…

1.

Behaviors that clients can control (self-care, social
supports, substance abuse, employment….)

2.

Strengths and self-efficacy, and emphasize
collaboration, empowerment

3.

Respect for choice and understanding of the
client’s perspective

Motivational Interviewing and
Trauma Informed Care
Creates the
opportunity for the
client with a trauma
history to build a
bridge and develop
a productive,
collaborative
relationship with
provider
17

Motivational Interviewing and
Trauma Informed Care
u
u

Prevents the imposition of control over the
trauma survivor
Prevents the “blaming trap”
u Emphasizes evoking the client’s own will
to change behaviors and circumstances that
are within their control
u This focus helps trauma survivors who
may become stuck in emotional pain rather
than focus on her capacity for change
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Trauma-Informed Practice

Motivational Interviewing

Emphasis on safety, respect, and
Emphasis on respect, empathy, and
acceptance while avoiding treatment that acceptance while avoiding confrontation.
might re-traumatize.
Emphasis on listening to and believing the Emphasis on reflective listening to ensure
survivor
accurate understanding.
Emphasis on understanding the person
and her symptoms in the context of her
life experience, culture, and society

Emphasis on individuals being the
experts in their lives.

Emphasis on collaboration, power
sharing, and empowerment

Emphasis on collaboration, power
sharing and empowerment.
Burke, Chapman, Hohman, et al., 2010

Trauma-Informed Practice

Motivational Interviewing

Emphasis on suspending judgment
through asking “what has happened” to
the person rather than “what is wrong”
with the person
Emphasis on strengths, highlighting
adaptations over symptoms, and
resilience over pathology
Emphasis on strengths, highlighting
adaptations over symptoms, and
resilience over pathology

Emphasis on suspending judgment
through exploring experiences and
perceptions rather than labeling.

Emphasis that recovery can only take
place within the context of relationship

Emphasis on relationship as foundational
to the change process.

Emphasis on supporting self-efficacy
through affirmations that highlight
strengths and positive coping skills.
Emphasis on supporting self-efficacy
through affirmations that highlight
strengths and positive coping skills.

Burke, Chapman, Hohman, et al., 2010

Helping Conversation Styles
DIRECTING

GUIDING

FOLLOWING

u Directing
u Providing information and advice; telling someone what to do
u Following
u Good listening, seek to understand, don’t insert your opinion

Guiding
Good listening, offer expertise when appropriate
and where needed
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RIGHTING REFLEX
• “I can fix it!”
• “Let me help!”
• The desire to fix what seems
to be wrong with someone,
or to try to prevent harm,
before the client has
specifically asked for such
assistance or given
permission to provide it
• Relies on directing
conversations
• Key component of MI is
RESISTING the righting reflex

How providers often see
themselves when they are
trying to fix something….

“These outbursts are causing a lot of
problems. Something has to change.
Therapy or maybe even medication will
really help you.”

“You keep having
problems with
keeping a job. I
think it’s clear
that you need
help with your
substance abuse.
Getting
treatment will
really help you
turn things
around in your
life.”

How clients experience providers trying to
fix something…
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Or……

Avoid the Righting Reflex
Directive conversational styles
result in the person feeling…
Angry
u Defensive
u Uncomfortable
u Powerless
u

Trauma Survivors:
The Righting Reflex can be re-traumatizing
Providers can inadvertently replicate controlling
behaviors
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Guiding Conversational Style
u Why

would you want to... [do this]?
might you go about it to succeed?
u What are the 3 best reasons for you to do
it?
u How important is it for you to make this
change? Why?
u So, what do you think you’ll do?
u How

Open Ended Questions
u Prevents

you from making assumptions

u Allows

a discussion and exchange of ideas
u Invites clients to choose the focus on the
conversation
u what is important to them
ureflect more deeply on that
uand

expand upon it

Guiding
Conversational Styles
leave clients feeling…
• Engaged
• Empowered
• Open
• Understood
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In Conclusion…
Motivational Interviewing
u A collaborative style of communication
u Creates

a non-judgmental and supportive environment
is on drawing out the person’s own knowledge,
experience, and inner wisdom in a genuine, empathic
manner

u Focus

u Creates

a partnership between service provider and
clients: Co-Experts

In Conclusion…
u Uses

Guiding conversation style

u Good

listening, offer expertise where needed
and when it’s appropriate
u Avoid Directive conversation style
u Resist

the Righting Reflex!

More to think about….
u Stages

of Change and how clients can position
themselves to be successful
u The role of ambivalence in making changes and
healthy choices
u The

foundational skills of MI (Open-Ended
Questions, Affirmations, Reflections, and Summaries)

u Beyond

the concrete skills: The Spirit of Motivational
Interviewing

u How

to effectively engage with “resistant” clients
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Questions? Comments?

Thank You!
Maureen A. Hayes, Ph.D.
mhayes@thetriskelegroup.com
thetriskelegroup.com
917-536-2229

The Triskele Consulting Group, LLC
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